What is the Slauson Corridor Transit Neighborhood Plan (TNP)?
It is a long-range planning effort by the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning to craft a vision for land uses near Metro’s transit lines and their future Rail to River Active Transportation Corridor (i.e. bicycle/pedestrian path).

Why?
This effort presents an opportunity for the community to provide feedback on how zoning can complement transportation infrastructure through building design, industry & employment, and desired land uses.

Where?
The study area, which does not necessarily indicate that a change to zoning or land use will be a proposed, generally includes properties that are:
- Adjacent to the abandoned rail tracks on Slauson
- Near major transit stations
- Located in nearby industrial hubs

When?
This is a 3 year effort that launched in September 2018. Separate from the Department of City Planning’s effort, Metro’s Rail to River project is tentatively expected to be completed in 2022.

How?
City Planning staff will explore how to amend existing zoning regulations in three Community Plan Implementation Overlays (CPIOs) that intersect the study area.

What has been done so far?
City Planning staff has presented to each of the six Neighborhood Councils in the Study Area and met with local community organizations to introduce the effort.
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